Careful listening and watching can make any piece of music come to life. We have listed some clues below for musical moments to recognize as you listen to and watch our YouTube recording of this piece here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5BsxHlHzYsc. Put a checkmark next to each clue that you notice. If there is a blank in the clue, fill in the blank. You might need to listen to each recording a few times to catch everything.

☐ At the very beginning of this piece, you can clearly hear what instrument?

☐ Listen and watch for the timpani moments (the big kettle drums at the back of the orchestra in the center).

☐ How many times can you hear the crash of the cymbals from the percussion section?

☐ At the loudest moment near the end when the strings are playing really quickly, can you hear the tinkling sound of the triangle?

☐ Listen for the organ at the very end.

☐ Bonus: In what Disney movie does this famous classical piece make an appearance?

☐ Bonus: What sports team is the Utah Symphony cheering on in this video?